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The purpose of this eBook

We are currently living through a time of
unparalleled digital transformation. The notion
that remote work is an ineffective model for
productivity has long been disproven, and
companies are noting that their employees are
thriving under it. The result? Mass integration
across all sectors of the latest sophisticated
software that empowers online collaboration and
communication, equipping employees with the
tools necessary to excel in their work. One such
example is Microsoft Teams, which we will
explore in this book. 

In Microsoft’s own words Teams “is for
everyone.” Whether it’s for video, calls, or
document exchange, this software is designed to
serve the entire spectrum of the workforce and
bring everyone closer together. It is curious,
therefore, that upon searching “Microsoft Teams
tips” online, you will be hard-pressed to find
guides that identify and address this spectrum.
Based on career demands, different users may
require different functions on Teams and gain
benefits from disparate advice. After all, an
insightful tip for one employee could be entirely
unhelpful to another. 

At ThinkShare we believe digital transformation
is key to long-term business success and
sustained growth. Our team of Microsoft
Certified experts recognised that role-specific
training materials on key Microsoft products
were lacking. This is what inspired the creation
of this eBook. By interviewing various
professionals, we identified features that
specifically benefitted certain job requirements,
and created this guide.

How to use it

As opposed to a generic online search providing
generic results, this guide offers something
different. Inside, you will find 4 major sections
including tips addressing the needs of:
  
·All Users (Universal)
·People Managers
·Platform Managers
·Business Managers

Depending on your level of expertise or career,
this allows you to either gain general insights
that may benefit any user, or source advice that
specifically matches the requirements of your
chosen employment. However with an increase
in agile workers, it may be worth your time to
check out other sections to deepen your
knowledge. 

Note: All tips are linked with more information on
how to implement the advice. Just right-click to
open in a new tab.
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“Collaboration is the essence of all great
innovation and success, so why should working
online in 2022 be any different?"
Andy Hodges, ThinkShare CEO and Principle
Consultant 
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UNIVERSAL TIPS FOR
ALL USERS

If you’re only getting started with Microsoft Teams, then this section is for you. In the following, we list basic – yet
useful – tips that despite being quickly accessible may also be overlooked by inexperienced users. This advice
will ensure that you, as a beginner, don’t need to learn by doing while starting out on the platform, but instead can
jump straight into action seamlessly and thrive.

Note: These tips are beneficial to all users, regardless of experience or occupation. 
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TIPS FOR PEOPLE
MANAGERS
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Who this section is for: HR Managers, Line Managers, Directors etc. 

For professionals who are leading teams or hold responsibility for the human capital of an organisation, this
section is for you. Managing others, on top of handling your own personal duties, can prove deeply challenging.
Fortunately, Microsoft Teams hosts a variety of useful functions that can streamline tasks and simplify the
process of managing your company’s number one asset: the people.
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TIPS FOR TEAM
OWNERS
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Who this section is for: IT Specialists, IT Admins, Platform Owners etc. 

As Team Owner you are responsible for the upkeep of your Microsoft Team, meaning it’s vital you utilise the all
available features to create an engaging and productive working environment for your colleagues. You may need
to find new ways of engaging with your team members, who may have complex needs which need solving or
allowing a secure, engaging and productive workspace.
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TIPS FOR BUSINESS
MANAGERS

Who this section is for: HR Managers, Directors, Department Heads etc. 

Business managers shoulder an extensive reach of responsibilities for their organisation. Strong leadership and
communication are at the heart of all that you do, and you must be efficient with your time management or your
company’s entire organisation may fall apart. The following tips were chosen in mind for this role, and reflect a
business manager’s need to command attention and save time. 
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Get the most out of Microsoft
Teams in 2022 

Conversations surrounding hybrid work spiked in
2020, but even two years on they're not dying
down. The Hybrid Work model remains one of
2022's greatest anticipated work trends, and
businesses don't want to miss out on this
opportunity. Why? Well, you've heard about the
"Great Resignation" but have you heard about
"the Great Return"? A study by Virgin Media O2
Business and the Centre for Economics and
Business Research (Cebr) found that 3.8 billion
people can return to the workforce under the
hybrid model. This precious human talent will not
go unmissed by businesses, but who - or more
accurately what - is at the forefront of Hybrid
Work? Microsoft Teams. 

In this unique point of history, Microsoft Teams'
unique innovations and features designed
specifically for hybrid workers are setting the
benchmark for collaboration software providers
worldwide. Don't miss out. From functional
benefits like seamless collaboration online to
personal benefits like flexible working hours,
hybrid work, and by extension Microsoft Teams,
are reinventing the modern work culture for the
better.

For more information or a live demonstration of
Microsoft Teams, contact ThinkShare today. Our
team of Microsoft-certified experts are fully
trained to run you through the software and
tailor a deployment plan specific to your
companies needs.
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